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The World TodayCurrent Problems and Their OriginsAmsco School Publications Incorporated
[TofC cont.] Economic and social revolutions; Growth of imperialism -- A half-century of crisis and achievement (1900-1945): Medical, scientific, and technological advances of the early 20th century; World War I; Post-World War I era; World War II -- 20th century since 1945: Cold War; Postwar developments in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East; Late 20th-century developments in Europe; Developing world in the late 20th
century -- Global connections and interactions: Global economic trends; Search for global security. The New York State Scope and Sequence for Global History for grades nine and ten social studies classes presents teachers and students with a major challenge. The two-year course of study features a topical and chronological approach to the broad sweep of human history, beginning with the origins of societies and
civilizations and continuing to the present. The course ... is followed by a rigorous New York State Regents Examination ... [This book] has been written and designed to assist students and teachers to successfully respond to this course of study and to the Regents examination.-Pref.
The World's History at a Glance, from 800 B.C. to 1913 A.D.
El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2005
Cumulative listing
Encyclopædia Metropolitana; Or, Universal Dictionary of Knowledge ...
Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, Or, Universal Dictionary of Knowledge
BPR cumulative
Occitania, known today as the "south of France," had its own language and culture in the Middle Ages. Its troubadours created "courtly love" and a new poetic language in the vernacular, which were to influence European literature for centuries. There are many books on the troubadours, but this is the first comprehensive study of the society in which they lived. For readers of literature it offers a wide-ranging insight into the realities that lay behind the poetic mystique. For historians it opens up an important and neglected area of medieval Europe.
The first broad-ranging social history in English of the medieval secular clergy.
Current Problems and Their Origins
The San Diego Bay Star Fleet
The Growth of Civilizations
The Clergy in the Medieval World
A Monthly Publication Devoted to the Interests of Insurance
Many of which are Now First Translated Into English ; Digested on a New Plan

This is the first in-depth, comprehensive biography of Henry Toole Clark, North Carolina's second Civil War governor. In addition to his actions as a war leader, it explores Clark's role as a member of the Old South's planter elite and his change in status after the war, his slaveholding business, the constitutional crisis that made him governor, and his career during the years of
Reconstruction.
Bridging the fields of conservation, art history, and museum curating, this volume contains the principal papers from an international symposium titled "Historical Painting Techniques, Materials, and Studio Practice" at the University of Leiden in Amsterdam, Netherlands, from June 26 to 29, 1995. The symposium—designed for art historians, conservators, conservation scientists, and museum
curators worldwide—was organized by the Department of Art History at the University of Leiden and the Art History Department of the Central Research Laboratory for Objects of Art and Science in Amsterdam. Twenty-five contributors representing museums and conservation institutions throughout the world provide recent research on historical painting techniques, including wall painting and
polychrome sculpture. Topics cover the latest art historical research and scientific analyses of original techniques and materials, as well as historical sources, such as medieval treatises and descriptions of painting techniques in historical literature. Chapters include the painting methods of Rembrandt and Vermeer, Dutch 17th-century landscape painting, wall paintings in English
churches, Chinese paintings on paper and canvas, and Tibetan thangkas. Color plates and black-and-white photographs illustrate works from the Middle Ages to the 20th century.
The World Today
The Literary World
National Library of Medicine Current Catalog
In Synchronous Form; Together with Abstracts of Bible History and Greek and Scandinavian Mythology, with Comprehensive Tables of Biography Showing the Rulers, Statesmen, Eminent Personages, Principal Events, Discoveries, Inventions, Etc., with Dates Thereof, and Maps of Various Countries
The World's History and Its Makers
A General Collection of the Best and Most Interesting Voyages and Travels in All Parts of the World
A geographical encyclopedia of world place names contains alphabetized entries with detailed statistics on location, name pronunciation, topography, history, and economic and cultural points of interest.
[This world history book] provides information on issues, events, and topics not usually explored in standard textbooks. It will serve classroom needs by prodviding instructional material usually gleaned from a variety of periodicals ... This book deals with [the dramatic changes that have taken place in the world in the 1990s], focusing upon their causes and immediate effects. Close attention is also given to historical background, providing a combination of readable, concise text and skill-building exercises.-Pref.
Historical Painting Techniques, Materials, and Studio Practice
Medieval Germany
Columbus City Directory
The Baltimore Underwriter
The Annual Register
Medieval Occitan Society, C.1100-c.1300
An encyclopedia covering the political, social, intellectual, religious and cultural history of the German- and Dutch-speaking medieval world, between 500 and 1500. Entries cover individuals and their deeds as well as broader historical topics.
James Crossland's work traces the history of the International Committee of the Red Cross' struggle to bring humanitarianism to the Second World War, by focusing on its tumultuous relationship with one of the conflict's key belligerents and masters of the blockade of the Third Reich, Great Britain.
Catalogue of the Edinburgh Select Subscription Library
Global History
Isaac la Peyrère (1596-1676)
According to the Great Natural Divisions of the Globe; Accompanied with Analytical, Synoptical, and Elementary Tables
A Journal of Seamen, by Seamen, for Seamen
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as
both a place and an idea.
The World of the Troubadours
New York Magazine
His Life, Work and Influence
To-day
El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2000
An Encyclopedia
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